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PREFACE.

The need of a work on the subject of lettering that would aid the home student in his efforts to learn engrossing and
a desire to present fn a permanent shape the forms given to hundreds of students, who have requested their publication;
is what impelled the compilation and construction of" the text and. letters herein enclosed,

The chief effort has been- to present clear and concise Instructions in connection with plain practical forms. Elab-
orate, intricate, oldMime alphabets have been omitted. Novelty has been avoided,. Bas : c principles and' standard forms
have been considered and inserted. Original letters have been added, but not merely because they are new, but because
they are practical*

Simplicity, strength, beauty, and speed have been uppermost in mind. Ornament has been added, but sparingly.
It is better for learners to err on the side of simplicity rather than on the side of complexity and illegibility Effect is
worth more than fine lines, and ease of execution is preferable to tedious detail

Roundhand has been given first place on account of its beauty, practicability, and appropriateness!
'

No other sMe
of writing is so widely admired, and so truly artistic for engrossing purposes, Designs have been given to' illustrate the
application of lettering to commercial and art purposes. Different processes of engraving are illustrated, and work on
prepared and grey papers is presented...

The book has been gotten up to reveal rather than conceal methods of working, and to . illustrate actual pen work
with its usual imperfections as well as its merits. This feature alone is worth more than ' any other, and is the one that
seems thus far to have been overlooked by co-workers. The art of making letters is one-thing, but the art of teaching
others how to make them is another, and the more important,, by far, of the two, As to how well we have succeeded in
both, the reader may judge.. .
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jj Note perspective of shocks of corn, fence, etc. See how detail diminishes with distance. Note how

the -Totiering gets lighter toward the right as it recedes from the center of the picture.
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Study the frost-like effect of background and windiness. of foreground;

background suggest the opposing elements of nature. Study the four corners.

The figure and contrasting
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Study spacing between words.
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AN ACKNOWLEDGMENT.

; The alphabets on pages 1 12
f 113, 114, U$i 116, and 117 were reproduced from Williams

and Packard's Gems of Penmanship. In the first. edition of this book we gave them credit for

having produced them 1 but later we found that the alphabets were originally .produced in a'

German publication.

We therefore take pleasure in giving- credU to whom credit is due, and in rescuing from,

oblivion "some of the finest;gems of lettering ever given to the world.
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MATERIALS FOR ROUNDHAND OR ENGROSSER'S SCRIPT

Any good writing Ink will do for practice, but it is not .best, neither will it answer for engrossing Ink should have
enough body to produce a black.shade without retouching, but it need not be glossy Arnold's Japan will do India ink
is better. Prepared Liquid India (Zanerian brand) is best. This ink diluted with five parts water and one half part of
.powdered gunwabic to one part of ink, makes a fine ink at a low prioe. Ink need, enough gum to keep it from flowing
too freely but not enough to produce heavy light lines.

.

.

.

Use an oblique holder with the point of the pen well -elevated. For general engrossing use Zanerian Fine Writer
pans. For fine work use Spencerian Epistolary For real small, dainty work use Gillott's No. 290.

.

Paper should be of a fine letter quality, bond, wedding, or cardboard. Thin, cheap, soft paper should be avoided.

Instructions. ;

.

Roundhand is the highest art in the matter of script forms. It is essentially decorative in character and partakes
largely of fine arts, it is. specially adapted to the engrossing of resolutions, diplomas, eeruficates, policies valuable
documents, records, etc., as well as for display advertising, letter, note and bill heads, calling and professional cards
announcements, etc.

No style is so widely admired by educated people as roundhand. It has continued in use with but slight modifications
for three centuries. It will continue to be used for many years to come, and there is a constantly increasing demand for
those who can execute it creditably. You will therefore do well to acquire it. It is within the reach of perseverance and
talent. It is many times more rapid Shan lettering, and frequently more fitting. Nothing is more suitable for resolutions
and important statefpapers.
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The forms given are such as are used by the best- engrossers in the world > As will be seen, they are unlike ordinary

light-line script forms, and must be executed on .an entirely different basis or plan. The freedom and lightness of

movement usually employed in ordinary writing cannot be employed to advantage here. Instead, a movement that is

more firm and sure is- needed. The. little finger should serve as the chief center of control. The first and second fingers

must act some, but n t much nor exclusively. Too much finger action will make -it tiresome, as will too much arm

movement make it unmanageable.- Use mainly the hand and forearm. Raise the pen often ; as often as indicated.

These plates were prepared for the purpose of revealing rather than concealing pen liftings and joinings. For that reason

they appear broken and unfinished, but they tell the truths of execution. Study the forms closely. See that down-strokes

are slanted, shaded, and spaced uniformly. Notice how the shades' increase- and diminish at the tops and bottoms of

letters and how delicately the shaded strokes bend as they near the line to assist in making a rounding curve. The c, e,

o, and a all begin alike, and the oval part of the a is the same as the o.

Practice the forms herewith in the order given. In the first three lines aim to secure uniformity in heft, slant, and

spacing, Upper and lower turns should be the same in rotundity, Raise the pen - every time at the base line. Learn to

raise the pen often and to replace it skillfully. Retouch the ends of the heavy strokes if you wish them square as in the copy/

Use pencil head and base lines for small letters. Study carefully the shapes of letters and how the shades increase

and diminish at the tops and bottoms of letters. Make small loop stroke of e downward. : Learn to make the letters large

at first and then gradually reduce them in size until they are as small as desired. Be content to make them slowly at •

first and then increase the speei, if that is required;

Notice the fact 'that there -is no- connective slant as in the semi-angular forms, but that up strokes are on the same

slap.t as the down strokes. The tendency with beginners is to slant the s and oval part of the a. too much. The tendency

is to slant the" up or connecting strokes too much, especially between such letters as u and a, etc.

Do not become discouraged if .you fail to secure as smooth lines at first as desired. Be patient as well as persevering

and painstaking. Remember that ink H paper h
pens, and holders are important factors in quality of line. Of course, skill

of hand is all important. And skill in this sense means not only propelling and controlling power, but it also includes

touch or the quality of pressure necessary for smoothness and strength.

'





Your greatest difficulty will be to secure uniform slant and spacing, and- smooth lines, Constant, persevering

practice will overcome the first.-.' Careful, analyzing study in the second will reveal- that spacings are a trifle wider

between letters than in them, and that some are wider than others. When 7 is joined to w there is a ;ong compound curve

which should not be made to extend diagonally (obliquely) across the intervening space, but if should go up on the main
slant, and not on the connective, as in ordinary script. When n follows or the tendency is to make the spacing too wide.

Aim to so space .that at a considerable distance all shaded lines will appear squatty distant, but near at hand each letter

will be distinct. Words must be spaced more widely than letters.

To secure smoothness, you must hold the pen properly and have a holder that is adjusted scientifically. • Besides,

you must learn to make each stroke with a quick, snap-like action, Not quite spasmodic* but quickly enough to secure

strength and smoothness. This will come by practice, But it is better to have well proportioned forms that are slightly

rough than poorly proportioned forms that are smooth..

Learn to depend largely upon' the little finger rest as a means of control. Let it serve as the chief center of action,

around which the various movements act. Let the movement be slow and sure at this stage of progress, at least. True,

in long lines and many short ones, the movement' comes from the elbow and above, but it is restricted to a large degree

by the hand rest. You must not let your prejudice against
f*
finger-movement

:1

prevent you from using it in this kind of

writing. If the fingers were not intended for action they would have no joints or corresponding tendons and muscles.

Raise the pen nearly every time you come to the base line, as indicated, by the little openings. Endeavortosecure

round, full turns at the top and bottom of letters by making the up strokes on the same slant as the down strokes, and by

turning to the right before you come to the base line. Make both sides of the loop downward, the heavy side first.

Retouch the ends to make them square
h
but in practical engrossing they can be made square enough without the

retouching,

, It takes a good, strong, firm action of the fingers, hand, and forearm to produce smooth, heavy, long shades, quite

unlike that used in light-line writing H At the same time a certain quickness and elasticity of action- may be cultivated

and utilized to advantage, in this kind of work. Experiment, Do good work : in' your own way, learning as much as

possible from this and other sources.
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111!!I! the compound curve! forms a very Hill!

lii^lIlISillWPlPIiSlitf® 1 1 ! iis

It is an important exercise because it contains the strokes used in so many letter,. Ra.se the pen at the top

of the exercise, or at the bottom only, or not at all,-as you prefer,
omamental hand.

to strengthen and smooth the, line;.
. . matter of individual preference:

Remember that your forms may slant more or less than ihggMM^F$&M^§m the gfe given ,

The turns may be more rounding or iess rounding, etc., but to begin w.th ,t w.H, be well to learr, copy

and then yonm know better in what manner you shall desire to mod.fy.them
q sjde

paper at about an angle of 20° with that of the. edge of the desk,
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No other style of writing .is so widely admired by educated people as roundhand. No other style is more easily

learned. And no other style is so well suited to the engrossing of"resolutions, diplomas, valuable documents,' etc, , as this.

After proper practice it can be written, quite rapidly, nearly as rapidly as the usual ornamental light-line forms. If you
wish to. do fine art engrossing you cannot afford to ignore nor neglect this appropriate style of writing. It is many
times more rapid than lettering, and oftentimes more beautiful and fitting.

Reviving; interest in Round or Engrossing Script means that some things are good even if they are- old. This style

of writing attained a very high degree of perfection, in beauty and skill in the seventeenth century." During the first half

f the present century it was superseded by our light-line, semi-commercial hand, But the latter proved too weak for

true ornament and too difficult for practical purposes, so to-day, the tendency is toward something simple, easy, and rapid

for business, and something truly ornamental and substantial for -art,

Roundhand is easily read when framed and .hung: upon the wall {which our light-line systems of writing' are not) ; it

is graceful and artistic
;
and it is not so uncertain in execution. It is' not rapid, but fine artl (arts for their decorative and

graceful qualities) are not judged so much by their quickness as by their quality. Beauty is the chief essential.

The regularly spaced heavy down strokes contain an element of repetition and rhythm which are characteristic of

music, decorative art, etc. It is well, therefore, to see that the spacing is approximately even, neither very wide nor
narrow, and that the shades are about the same in thickness. Turns should be rounding and graceful, angies should

be tangential, and ovals full and graceful

Study these essentials more and you will need to practice less. Good, clear, definite, tangible concepts are the

secrets of super iority
h
in this art, the same as in painting, sculpture, music, etc. The hand soon learns to do anything

that the mind clearly perceives and the will dictates.

-

;

•

The following plates are given for review and variety of forms,
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FREE STYLE ROUMD'HAND.

The capitals in the four pages following were made off-hand with the arm movement, some with the elbow raised

from the desk- and some with it resting. The aim is' to secure forms that are at once symmetrical, graceful, artistic, and

SPint

The small letters must be executed with de lib eratlon and retouched with care.
.

The 'fingers and hand are employed

principally in the small letters-the little finger serving as the center of control. Raise the pen often in the small letters,

usually after every downward.stroke. '

£ -

This style of script is attractive, but 'too uncertain for engrossing "
purposes. The capitals being made off-hand, the

risk regarding pen breaking, flipping of ink, etc., is too much' to employ them on. elaborate specimens of engrossing

But where dash and grace are desired, this style is desirable.. If
.

you are a fine lighHine penman, or are a skilled

engrosser, this style is easily acqufred.

The capitals are the very essence of that kind of skill which comprises accuracy and boldness. It cannot be secured

in a day r
-
nor for the asking, but only by intelligent practice.

.

The pen should be fine and flexible/and tte holder should be oblique. Some of the flourished strokes were made

with a straight holder held as in flourishing.

Writing of this character requires more or less retouching. And as it takes skill as well as judgment and patience to

do this/you will dom to learn to do it well By so doing you will iearn the secret of converting failures into successes,
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ITALIC ROUNDMAND

This is a compromise between print ;and script, It is intensely legible, yet on account of its curves and light, and'

heavy lines, it is quite artistic.
'

It requires no small amount of skill to execute. Use an oblique holder and a fine, flexible

pen. Make the forms first much like the second small a and then retouch the ends and add the corners with a.fme pen

.and straight holder. Do this after the ink has dried from the first writing. Two or .more styles of most forms are

given. Use the ones you prefer. Study relationship of .styles. For 'instance- The second a does not belong with the

first b nor with the second % The first b does not belong with the third style of nor with the second, or third C .The

last Z. properly goes with the last R. the last f$ and. the third G. Unless you learn, to observe these things your work will

necessarily lack that unity and taste so necessary in excellence,

Some one has very wisely said <f Trifles make perfection, but perfection is no trifle/' ' Little things
1

in lettering are as

important, if not ..more important, as in anything else. Much care must be exercised in retouching this kind of letters, And

unless you have more than average skill, you need not expect to make much of a success of this graceful, plain, effective

alphabet.

21







MONOGRAM LETTERS

The two styles of accompanying letters are specially adapted to compact, ornate, intricate monograms. The first

alphabet partaki of the characterise of script forms and is particularly suited to penmen, and the second resembles pnnt

and is serviceable to the engraver and designer.
.

n^,.£<, and the second
The first depends to a large degree upon contrast, smoothness, grace, and harmony or its o nateness and

,|

4 dependent upon vinelike curvature, symmetry, scolloped shades, and symmetry for its beauty. I he parallelism and

iiiK^li^iSSIi^aSl the second, | the ,atter groups more compactly ||
the firmer S saving, overlapping crossing principal is much the same in both and^^^^^
as it is arrangement, curvature, and symmetry of the stroke and letter that counts, rather than the smoothness of the 1

Thi^'i^ imp of the first but doubly true of the second.

W&BiS&Mmm well worth considering. By that is meant that there shail^^^^5
blank, unoccupied space,, nor small, crowded, jungled, cramped. dense, congested space,.

c

shade, ornament, and shape is desirabie. Too much of one shading quality of line, and^^^^ °

s

prove monotonous. For this.reason the second style, particularly where the shades and ornaments are not all black,

in X and SH, is more artistic, though less skillful than the first.
:£±Mi, to general share

To make these letters, first .ketch them simply, plainly, boldiy with pencil, paymg spec , al a te.t on

gW|gpg
Wfflmet„ , nd rather than to detail, ornament, and fineness. As you proceed these latter qualities may

fill1 ilPlle -re of legibility, and then ornament all you please. As far as possible, let the monogram

read from left" to right, but this is not always consistent with the highest type of beauty.
. _

Do much head'wo.k in proportion to hand work. There is too much invention connecte wUh«^ these

forms in an artistic manner to admit of grinding them out. at the rate of so many per minute. Beauty is the

consideration, and mood, talent, and experience contribute to it.
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Commercial script.

™JnS^Xfl ?V"
d^ °* f°lmS

-

SeCOnd
'

^em with pencil, using head and base

wt S P^^f«! "> desired. Third, outline the letters with pen and ink (always nse undilutedIndia „*, as shown ln f,s, Md thirdm being caref„ t0 secure smooth> stron? strokes ^ ^
fill m with coarse pen as shown in second and fourth lines. or with fire pen as shown in next to last line or in any manneryou

t

m ay prefer and deem best and prettiest. The last line presents three way, of decorating the forms by I shad

W

IS :<r1
1O0k6d With°Ut ShadinS

"
Scr(pl °f »»isill ort v y

Wld
•

^ ° r hght
t
r

-

n,°re r°U"dinE: °
r angukr> etC

-
Grace 15 the secret

'
touristic charm of this class of workso be sure to maintain balance of parts, fullness of ovals, gracefulness of line, etc." See pages 1 18-1 19. i
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MARKING.

These » 8ft *sk »MI 111 ^2^Z^Z
Head and base lines may be used a, first, but in actual us- me., _ y between letter must not

The soacing must conform with. the rule governing, letters in general. That is. the spacing

beHi as tf appear blurred, or two as one, nor so wide as to^ t0 be rapid or in1ricate .

The slant problem may here be torched upon. And rt

fjg| do& writiIlg .

must be s!anted. It % here given because many people wish to slant thg gSPlrl alphabets are made with the

The fit alphabet is done with^jpggg ^ ? Ufd^Jence what a|| is use.;,$ so, that all the letters

various widths of broad-pomted or stub pens. U makes but m ^ ^

compact lettering. A great deal of matter can be put on a page m a very legible form style.
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SKELETON AND ANTIQUE.

1111 on 111 ill1 ii^^^^^^^^iS
pencil. SWm ^cial attention to proportion andWj^^^gg £ worth more than fira After the

before attempting smoothness and detail, for the genera
,

them ^efully in ink.
,

letters are p.aced and suited with pencil take a ^^^SS« ahy^he-e. in map" and plat markup in.

The first alphas given is very Sife^ will da as welt Nor is it as

The second let of letter, are fancy from th e *«t They ara*
^.|^^ on t3 engrossingmmmmiifliaiiiiiii «—- ffi-

W^SSMMmMMS^m~ ftir up

h^Lstily, as they should be.
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. LIGHT-LINE GOTHIC.

II have herewith two light or hair-line Gothic§ Egyptian |p$f| which are very popular |§l|£f|f||
architects StS The firstmay be made entirely by rule but the second .should be made free hand. It is best to use head

Sliicl guide lines, but u depend upon theeye for spacing and the hand for execution. Iff^g^gg
mechanical effect are des.red then the first alphabet and the ruling HH^Hnl
modified, not only in slanting them forward or backward, much or little, but by makmg them low and wide, tall

"TSritTSo, round pointed pen and India in, A || pen||p|||p^|
or grooves funning up from the point to retain the ink are not bad. If made just right, the latter is excellent. Watch the

iittriw eftselv between fetters as well as the relative height and width of the letters.

'
Them

Z

lib simple, plain, rapid lettering is no mean accomplishment and is much more -«!y aKC^ugy

acau red than writing. Then. too. it is almost a necessity in nearly all lines of modern business
;

as. there is so much

S'S bating, marking, etc, to be done.
;

And the one who can do it has rh, advantage of the one who cannot m

"ThetlliipffiS2 easily be marred with little or no further instructions. For. | Plain Lettering $

use a flexible pen for * Light-Line Block" use a firm, coarse pen, and for •Skeleton" use a medium pen.

iSfMile characteristics of each alphabet and then watch generai proportion, shape, spaomg, etc. Always

lock at your work first from the standpoint of legibility and then from the one of beauty.
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MATERIALS AND POSITION FOR TEXT LETTERING.

Any good writing ink will do for practice, but it will not answer for actual engrossing. You need an ink with enough
body to it 1o produce a deep black or brilliant letter, but not glossy. Arnold's Japan wili do, India ink is better— in fact,

there is nothing" as good. India ink. if diluted with about four parts of water to one of ink, with a little blueing and"

powdered gum arabic added, is goo.d.

Use R Soennecken's pens ; usually No. 1 for practice. Keep it moist to the neck, but do not dip much ink at. a time.

New pens do not act well until oil is worked off. Press bolh nibs of the pen on the paper evenly and firmly, but not

heavily enough to cause them to spread much Wiggle or work, the pen slightly a| you place it on the paper preparatory -

to starting a stroke, in order to secure uniform flow of ink from the start. Pens, if used well, will last a long time.

Good, firrn t smooth-surfaced, white paper is desirable. Weil trained, obedient muscles and keen, critical perceiving

eyes are indispensable. A blotter or similar piece of paper should be kept beneath the hands. .An open inkwell should be

kept near by, so that ink-dipping is in sight. The dipping of ink is too frequently done in a careless manner, Ink

should be dipped sparingly and with great care. It is much more difficult to dip ink for lettering than for writing.

Hold the pen as ihustrated. Use ' combined movement. RolJ hand to right and rest on little

finger and palm. Work deliberately until you can work well and otherwise. Use a straight, cork-tipped

pen holder, and hold same at an angle of about 60°. It may point outward from the elbow, Hold

the paper about straight with the desk ; it may be turned slightly, as in

writing. Keep the point of the pen at an angle of 45°. This

wiil be difficult, but it is absolutely necessary. See cut of pen

herewith and the different width strokes.it has made. The right

point of the pen is a little shorter than the left, which necessi-

tates throwing holder from the usual shoulder position.- Be
sure you understand about position before going farther.

The movement should be firm and deliberate and come chiefly from the forearm. The fingers

and hand must serve as the chief mediums of control Cultivate sureness rather than speed the

latter will develop as rapidly as you familiarize yourself- with the work -and as you become confident.

Remember that the hand will learn with but little difficulty to do whatever the eye perceives and the mind, dictates, if

you can see letters clearly in all of their details and genera) proportions, the hand will soon learn to express what has-been
perceived and invented.



BROftD-FEN BLOCK.

w.iI -11111piiBiilSiiiisiii
little -delects can be seen so plainly. But .t is

bul it fi SeWSt simpie, and for that

going farther. It will mean much saving of time in the end. Don t hurry- do that when
,
ou g p

you would be. the loser.
besrinnines and endi..gs are the product of
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American.

This alphabet is the outgrowth of a demand for something that the great mass cf common people could read without

ffi!oP8 forms are full and clear- cut. with hair lines and full shades combined, and alternating. Eaoh letter,

silSSlISSm

W

illfill -dl -tended fwms and capiuia three-fourtha inch

^r,r,Tt Wnrk between these lines; do not begin on top, a.s in the Block.
P

SpaTe more ^de y than usual. The lei are proportionately wider than in nearly all forms- Let the eye—
the fISl&n leltor,,: also the proportional width of letters. Aim to So space your forms that at a stance they gl

aS|iSSI|Sa^lII £ iI U 1 1 for this lip easier ,hem and'

youIIKS well, which moL "half done." Do not curve the g£ of such forms as, |.downer|
Lv are horizontal straight lines with a slight turn in finishing. Shift the pourt of the pen from the 45 angle m mak.ng

uch I .4 $ A', I. etc. . and run it edgewise. Do not merely copy the forms, but commit them to^memory
.

..

^hetsHmfc and the Y Z, and & give some idea of ornament. The letters ihemselves are unmodified Different

mS&m SSI If use mfe than one s» & a word or line, unless it is for initials. It would be better ,o

f| SSlfaah Letters, or streak them all. $ Z, and & are good standard forms of ornament. The & without

SI! Tverv neat and practical. The white dots and lines are made with whiie ink. The ouilinmg and shading w

done with a 303 Gillott pen. Care must be taken to retain uniform wicth between the outline and the letter. See pages

118-119.
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< Dutch lettering.- as here used, does not mean that it is such as is used in Holland or by the Dutch people generady.

It is so called because it is. to a large extent, a compromise of the German and Old English texts, and because n was

invented by a Dutchman. But you need not conclude that it is valueless because of its mongrel parentage and lack of

pedigree. If it has merit, adopt it for' what it is worth, regardless of ancestry. You ought to be thankful to get something

free of old ideas and traditions in these days of title and wealth worship.

You will find that the alphabet is plain and legible to nearly all. Many of our text alphabets are illegible to most of

the non-professional people. But here we have grace and legibility joining hands. It is a style that needs no patching,

tinkering retouching, penciling, etc., to be presentable. It can be finished with the broad pen. and made quite quickly,

ft is an excellent alphabet for engrossing names in diplomas, as it harmonizes with almost any kind of lettering.

The one chief factor of lettering is legibility. The next most important requisite for commercial purposes (such as

lettering diplomas, engrossing resolutions, testimonials, etc.) is speed in execution. If. to these essentials we can ado

those ol gracefulness, beauty, contrast of curve, etc., so much the better, and that is why this is such a popular letter.

The heading herewith was executed similarly to the alphabet, and then shaded with diluted ink with the same width

pen that the lettering was done with. To do the shading, hold the pen as in lettering but turn the paper one-half way

around, and do not -do the shading until the lettering is dry. The ink that the letters are made with should be waterproof.
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Following are three alphabets of the Old English Text variety. No

. other letter is used so extensively, and no other is so artistic and

enduring. You will do well to master it.-

'

The forms on the opposite page were made exclusively with a

broad peni a few -strokes in figures excepted. It was not retouched or

c«te,S:«m but lor ta..o,.„S«W
_ ^^ ,„,„ 0O ,„ned ,„ (jlk,g| . .^.j.,

L^de in this manner cannot be equaled with a

. t in execution.

m chief essentials. Use pencil head and base lines for minimum letters The

done with a double-pointed Soennecken pen. Turn the paper one-fourth around to do

The letters on page 47 we-e first drawn

and then filled in with a coarse, smooth pen or -with a brush.
.

Letters m;

broad pen, but whvle.they are the pretties, they are aba by far the slowest in execunon.

Uniform .spacing and slant are the

shading on the first alphabet was

,he shading, holding the pen as g^IS|§^^^1^^"^ are repeated in the various

-Study the-joimngs, corners and parts of letters Se tj
second stroke of a is repeated in slightly

letters The first stroke in the first a is repeated in e, d, e. g. o. q. ana
;

modifed form in ». % k. L j, $ », Mp, g % |||| pagesU8_ 119 yarding this work.

Study the principles -underlying all shading.
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GERflAfi.

This alphabet you will find to be quite difficult, on account of the many curves and ovals. The small letters were made
with the broad pen without retouching with a common pen. The sickle gives a very clear idea, as to the formation of

most of the ovals in the capital forms. The hair line and finish of each oval is produced with a common pen. Otherwise,

but few of the letters have been finished with other than the broad- pen.

Gracefulness is the chief quality of this alphabet The capitals serve very nicely as the center for off-hand graceful

strokes in the way of flourishes for err.be I lishrnent. But they are necessarily skillful,

Keep in mind the fact that spacing of Setters is all-important. The small letters are relatively high, while the capita.!

s

are relatively wide. The ink and pen jnust be in fine condition io produce letters as.smooth as the ones here given.

You mustnof depend too much on materials nor attribute mistakes in spacing and proportion to them. ' That hand of

yours must be trained, and .that eye of yours must learn to see things clearly. Hand, eye, and head training are of most

importance. Well-directed, enthusiastic, persevering effort is the secret of success.





MEDIEVAL AND CHURCH TEXTS.

The forms given are of the old style,
;

They are made to conform to the possibilities of the broad pen. They are not

given as faithful representations of ^sixteenth century .forms< but as twentieth century forms, retaining the characteristics

of the former.- We have endeavored to eliminate the poor. qualities and to retain the good ones We do not believe in

negro slavery, nor in
1 white slavery, nor in the slavery of opinions to the past.. We have no use for lettering that is no

better than lhat used two, one, or three centuries ago.

The ability to letter legibly, rapidly, and artistically is worth considerable. .
To many it is worth a living, to some it

-means a fortune. It is worth your while to acquire the art, as there is work of this nature to do in all localities. Filling

the names in diplomas or making them, engrossing resolutions, testimonials' arid memorials, and marking artistic show

cards, has grown to such an extent that many find it profitable to do nothing else, Hence the need for such instruction •

as this is. aimed to be.
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BROAD-PEN ROMAN.

This alphabet; is the nearest approach to the Roman that we have ever seen made with a broad pen + For that reason

it is absolutely legible, almost as plain as the regular Roman, and that is acknowledged as the most legible. The reason

of this pronounced legibility is- in strongly contrasted curved and straight lines. An alphabet that employs curves and

straight lines is more apt to be legible than one that is made of almost entirely one or the other,

The paper may be held straight with the desk, or as usually held in writing.- If you have difficulty- in securing

uniform perpendicular slant it will be well to hold the paper parallel with the desk. This; position of the paper will cause

the wrist to be somewhat twisted as the pen holder will have to point directly toward the body.

The point of the pen must be held horizontally in most letters, but in such as V and A it must be shifted to suit the

stroke. The light lines may be made with the broad pen or with a common pen. The' U is probably the most difficult to

make with the broad pen. alone.

In outlining Broad-pen Roman/-' use a common pen and keep an equal distance from the letter* for It is the white

space between the outline and the letter that is observed rather than the line. The word compHine^tory was shaded with a.

No* 30 Soennecken double pointed pen/ Of course the paper must be turned one-fourth or one-half way round to .do "the

shading successfully.

The chief concern in producing this alphabet Is to secure uniform height (which can be done by ruling pencil head

and base lines), uniform slant (which may be done by a well trained eye or vertical pencil guide lines), round, full curves

and straight lines, and- apparently equable spacing.
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UF-TO-DflTE ITALIC" BROAD-PEA ROMAN

Unmistakably pjr^in in reading qualities and simple, easy, and rapid in execution, are the characteristics of the

alphabet herewith given. It has no special history with, which to court favor, nor does U aspire to an enviable place in the

fine arts as a | thing of beauty aid a joy forever.
1

" Instead, it comes as a thing of service ,in the busy world of com-

merce, its mission is to serve those who are unskilled in execution as well as in reading text alphabets. It may be used

to no small extent in plain engrossing, in diplomas, and in certificates, policies, records, etc. Its chief function is for

label' marking, package addressing,, and window announcements, As such it will prove fitting and practical
;

the slant may be more or less, as individuals may prefer. The size may be varied" by the employment of large or

small pens. The proportion may be varied by making the letters tall and slender (narrow), or by making them low and

extended -( wide and round).

The paper msy.be held much as in writing, as may also the pen;
-

the latter, may, however, be held more nearly

vertical The pen or paper need not be changed in making any letter except in such strokes as % L, etc.

It-may require some practice and experience to secure smooth strokes, square ends, light turns, etc., but care in pen

handling, and in dipping ink sparingly, will soon show.results to justify thoughtful, systematic practice-, lhe alphabet as

shown herewith, was made entirety with a broad pen. no retouching having been necessary with a common pen. And

that is why it is practical ; it can be finished as you go, without' going ovef.it afterward with a common pen.
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SLANTING DUTCH.

The chief difference between this alphabet and the perpendicular is that the forms appear more free and unrestrained,

and the downward strokes are more slender, with larger ends. While the forms appear more rapid, it is questionable

whether they are so. or even as rapid, The lines being more slender, they are a trifle more graceful.

The farms should not be' made quite so high as usual ; the short letters should- noi be more than about one half Inch

in height.

The pen should be held at about 45° slant. The compound curve near the upper left corner of the letter should be

made first, then the left side, bottorrv top, and right sides, always working from the top downward and from the left toward

the right. : ,

This alphabet, as well as the Dutch and American, can be worked to good advantage with the No. 3 pen by using

eighth inch lines for head and base guide lines.. The smaller the pen
?
the faster the forms can be executed, providing the

ink is in good condition. For the ink should be dense enough to make black shades, and thick and pale enough to

produce fine joinings.

Ornament can -be applied to this- alphabet as well as to any other. ' The shadow form, as in W is quite delicate and

pleasing! The Y finish adds to. the body of the letter very much and makes it appear quite heavy and elaborate. .
The &

finish/is -quite appropriate, accenting, as it does,, all the 'light lines. In fact, this' standard method of shading makes the

different forms more legible than without it, When ornament thus adds to the reading as well as Eo the fine art qualities,

you can usually depend upon it '.that it is right. Remember that hut few of the more common or universal styles of orna-

ment are given; numberless styles can be invented or found elsewhere.





SEMI-SCRIPT.

This alphabet is much like the second one of Marking tests, so far as the small letters are Concerned. In this an

effort is made in joining and in making loops after the fashion of freehand script forms. The capitals, in many ways,

resemble the previous alphabet.

These letters are higher and' narrower than the preceding forms. The small letters are composed of lines tha* are

made nearly straight and the turns shorter than those in the former alphabet. The capitals are made up of lines that are

curved more.

The spacing is more apt to be uneven than heretofore, which is caused by learners turning to join letters when theyr

should not. No particular slant is given for the reader to follow- that being. a matter of taste. However, the slant should

be uniform..

The shading in the bottom line is made to extend two ways, not that it should be so in two words, but to show that

the same may be placed above and to the right or. to the left and below, as well as to the right and below, as is the. usual

.way H It is customary to place it as indicated in Y because in nearly all drawing the light Is represented as coming from

the upper left corner. And we might as well say right here that which we call shading is not shading so much ' as it is

blocking. It represents thickness (block -likeness) rather than the darkening of the sides supposed to be in shadow. It is

practically impossible for letters to cast shadows in this way, but usage, aided by belief, has made it customary to call it

shading. If by shading you mean lining, or tinting, then the term is all right. The first word looks as though you were

below and to the, left, of it, and the last looks as though you were to the right and above it. It throws them in perspective,

but not real perspective. Study the peculiar effects and causes*
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SEMI-ROUND.

Here we have forms that are quite as simple as the first alphabet given ; This alphabet, however, is composed of

turns rather than angles, and is therefore, in many respects, more pleasing than the first.

The letters are about the usual proportion, and the spacing somewhat more regular than usual: By that is meant, the

spacing is more nearly uniform between letters than commonly found

As can be seen, nearly all strokes begin and finish with a hook or round turn, instead of a square finish, as heretofore

employed.

One of the chief difficulties in this text lettering is to secure a smooth line. The main essential is the proper holding

of the pen. If the right side of each stroke is rough it indicates that too much pressure is placed upon the left point and
not enough- upon the right. Uniform, firm pressure is necessary, Ink -that is smooth, somewhat thick, and dense, is

needed.
.

... .

The usual style*'- of finish can be employed here as well as elsewhere.
;
The outline could be made broken or nervous

and zigzag-like, as in the American letters. Or the usual outline with, ihe horizontal stroke shading could be employed.

Or. if the pen were shaken slightly in the lettering it would give a rustic effect. Care must be taken in any kind of -finish

in order that it may be uniform and harmonious.

These forms could be shadowed much the same as the word Block in the first alphabet. This kind of shadowing- is

somewhat difficult' on account of the perspective. The shadows of all perpendicular lines should be made on :th'e same
angle, and all others should slant more or less in proportion that the letters slant one way or the other. It would be well,

if you desire to do much shading and shadowing, to study light and shade and perspective. See pages 118-119.
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ROUND.

these letters partake largely - of the. ordinary freehand shaded Script. While it looks quite speedy, it is, in reality,

but little swifter in execution than the usual style of -lettering. The small letters have comparatively short turns, while the

capitals are quite the reverse: One thing, the alphabet is very legible, and on account of its light line connective qualities,

it is quite pleasing.

The ruling should be about three-eighths inch in height and the- loops should be double the height of the short letters.

The 'up-strokes should be on a uniform slant.

The spacing in this style is usually wide, but it can be regulated by the adjustment of the angle of the pen. If wide

spacing is desired, hold the point of the pen at an angle of 45° ; if narrow spacing is wanted, hold it at an angle of 60°.

The loops must not be made with one stroke, as might be inferred from the copy, Instead, make all shaded strokes

downward and ail light lines upward, 'Raise the pen as often as seems necessary, oftener than you would think from

looking at the forms given. The tendency is to .make the forms too high and the capitals not round and full enough,

The usual styles of ornament can be used .in. connection with these letters, but that found, in the word Round seems

most appropriate, as it strengthens- the- light Knes ; a point well worth considering. Such styles of finish as found in
"&

will require that the letters be made a little more open than usual If you have some natural ability and a little originality

you will soon learn to modify these forms to suit the circumstances for which you are intending them, They will admit

of many modifications, both in construction and finish. In fact; there is no limit to invention and to improvement in these

lines. But it is not all to be original. Original work-should be good just as' well- as if- it were old. Because it is original-

does not signify that it is equal or superior to the old. It may be either,
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ENGROSSING HANDS.

The forms herewith are general favorites with engrossers and draftsmen. Slant and curve are characteristics. These

ihHSil^ ^ using a narrow pen. and by using a good writing ink the effect » very datnty and

tSI these"111 arelit even orn—1,
and.pleasing to the eye. theyM^^S^M *

ainmmiwiiiii^iiseiiii^pp|
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ITALIAN SQUARE TOF

This alphabet like the first, is' square and positive;, but unlike the first, it is not very legible. It is made- up-of-

opposites, of light and broad lines. Like' some people, it is very precise and proper.

There is jess objection to ruling the paper both horizontally and perpendicularly -than heretofore. The pen must be

changed to suit the stroke, but in nearly all the forms and strokes it is heldat an .angle of 90°
, or at right angles to the base

line.- .

The spacing, like, in the Vi Block " alphabet, is veryregular. Nearly all the down-strokes should be a quarter of an

inch apart, or whatever. standard you adopt. Remember that the proportion here given'- is not the only one. It is the

usual or the standard. For many purposes it is best to space more widely, and for many others much closer. In

fact, these letters can be doubled in height without increasing the width,, to- good advantage.

If your ink or pen does not work well in producing the light strokes, or if you wish your work unusually accurate, it

will be well to .make the hair lines with a common pen. If you make them in this manner it will be necessary to use

slant and space guide lines.

As will be seen by the Z, this alphabet can be made to be quite legible and ornamental by the proper use of ornament.

The little round ornament seems to break the strtightness or severeness of the form, and the outlining with the shading

back of it helps to strengthen the weaker parts. The shading in the three words is modified by drawing the lines in the

several directions to iliustrate three different methods. One is just as good as -another, and^but 'one should be used at a

time. Study carefully the construction of -the shades, All must be outlined in pencil before the shading can be done.

Shading' should be done, at this stage of the work at least, freehand.
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ITALIAN:

We have here one of the most ornamental,, delicate, and difficult of the. broad pen alphabets,.' The peculiar blending
.'of - curves and^straight lines is not common. The contrast between the shades and light lines is quite as strong -as -in the
prev ious alphabe t , th oug h.. 1ess .seve re

.

The spacing, like the " Square. Top -

1

\ or " Block," is' regular. In fact, one can follow quarter inch slant and space
lines quite conveniently, for the spacing between the forms should be the same .as in the forms.

Some of the curved light lines found in figures must be made with a common pen. The' peculiar junction of lines in.,

the tops and bottoms -of these letters, especially in such' as A, will .require, skill and care. .
The long light lines will'

necessitate holding the point of the pen exactly perpendicular and running it precisely edgeways. But good ink, pens
and paper, and steady nerve and iemper, will secure the desired results.

.
.
As will be seen, the addition of the little square in the letters in the word Omamen tat makes it much more attractive.

It adds strength and decision, and should be made with a size smaller pen than that used in- the lettering. The finish of'

the Z in this alphabet is a good one because it enlarges' the body of the letter and makes' it much more readable/
For" ordinary engrossing, the shade can be put on with the same size pen that, was used in making the letters by the-'

use of pale ink, or'more properly speaking, with water color. 'To do this shading such as is found on the plates on pages
73 and 77, one must turn the paper one-fourth of the way

r
round to the left from that used in lettering.

'

Then, holding the
pen as in lettering, and beginning at the end farthest from the body, you shade the sides and bottoms of the letters, and
work gradually toward the body. Use water proof ink in lettering for this kind of shading.
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DIPLOMA STYLES.

Herewith are given a number of styles suitable for filling in diplomas. The style should be suited to the diploma and
to the amount the purchaser desires or can afford to pay. If the price is rather low (from twenty-five down to ten cents
each), then the plain form with little or no flourishing, or the shaded writing,, can he given. To do good, careful, artistic,
well-spaced work requires time, skill and patience, and deserves liberal reward. The .Dutch or German styles, look well
without flourishing. We rarely ever use flourishes (unless called for) from the fact that most diplomas do not have
sufficient room for proper embellishment.

'

Your attention is especially called to the different styles of flourishing -employed about the three names. As will be
seen, the flourishing about the German W seems to conform- to the letter. Thus' it is made to appear as a part of the
lettering, which is what should -be desired. The common fault is to use too many lines and too many fillings and fiiligree
to enhance the symmetry of the letters themselves.

Pencil headlines may be used in this work, bat not slant or space lines, [f the name is rather long and your judg-
ment uncertain, it is well to sketch the letters in lightly with the pencil before taking the broad pen. in order to gauge the
spacing. Ef the diplomas are parchment, it will be well to rub with a piece of sponge rubber or stale bread over the space
to be lettered or written, to remove the oil, which prevents the ink from flowing freely.
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SPLATTER WORK.

The ability to make letters is desirable, but to be able to combine thern into words,
1

sentences, and designs is more

commendable, Unless one can arrange lettering in such a manner as to clearly express the meaning and at the same

time do so in a way to express beauty as well; the art of lettering is but half learned.

We have here a practical illustration of rapid engrossing as applied to commercial and art purposes. The original of

the design given was about three limes as long and wide as shown, and far more effective and soft and delicate than can

be expressed by photo-engraving and ordinary printing. The design complete was originated, designed, and executed in

less than five hours time, and could be duplicated in nearly half that time, proving; .that lettering is not as slow as many

imagine.

First sketch the general outline of the palette and pen
f
pencil, and brush. Then draw, in pencil, the head and base

lines for the lettering and script, being careful to calculate the proper wording for each line. Begin at the top and execute

each line in its turn until finished. Then shade the letters with the same size pen as was used in lettering, using very pale ink.

The pen, pencil and brush should be made with a small- brush (as illustrated), and the general design should be

developed with tooth-brush, and screen, and diluted India ink, or with air brush, which costs about $25;' The aim in such

work is to make the general design delicate and subordinate, to be seen best at- a distance, and. to make the wording most

attractive and definite. The names of the givers and receivers of such certificates should be most conspicuous.
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RESOLUTION.
i

The original ' of the accompanying illustration: was upon a cardboard about '15x20 inches. First, a pencil outline

(limit border) for the wording was drawn two and one-half inches from the edges of the paper, leaving a vertical oblong

space of about 10 x 15 inches in which to do the lettering. Second, the head and base lines for each line of lettering and

script were drawn faintly in pencil This requires calculation by counting the words, etc., and by writing a line or two on

a separate paper to confirm or condemn the calculation. Third, begin at the top and letter or write each line as they come

in their order, from top to bottom. Pencil guide lines may be used to secure uniformity in slant and to maintain -vertical

lines in letters. Proceed slowly but surely. . Watch spacing closely. Be careful about spelling. ' Care must be exercised

to get short lines in the center of the page from left to right, Fourth, retouch the lettering, etc. Fifth, with a sponge

rubber about two inches square, erase ail pencil lines by erasing over, the whole of the work, and not merely along each

line, The latter method makes a streaked' job of it. Sixth, shade the lettering, using a double pointed pen in.the heading

and a single pointed pen in the balance. Turn the paper part way round to do the shading from the position in which it

was held in the first place, arid begin on the^Iast letter in each line instead of the first. (This refers to the use of the double

pen, or the broad pen when pale ink is used.) -Seventh, draw the border, first suggesting it in pencil. Make the scrolls

first, then the heavy central line, leaving the outlines until last. Erase pencil lines and clean the whole-, then add the

flourishes. The last requires skill born of experience and confidence,
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TINT RESOLUTION.

iir|| design and draw in pencil outline the shield, including stripes, on cardboard. Second, cut it out carefully with-

a sharp, pointed knife. Cut "out only the blue field and red stripes. Preserve the large pattern.
^

Third, use the pattern to secure an outline the same size and shape on. another sheet of paper. Fourth, outline in,

pencil head and base lines for all wording.
'

Fifth, letter the heading, including the words Senate Chamber write ColuiphtSj-

O., letter or write the lines following until the whole has been engrossed, Sixth, erase, pencil lines and clean the whole.

Seventh, shade the 'lettering with a broad pen, using watered ink or inky water, turning the paper part way. around from

.

the position it" occupied while lettering it: Eighth, flourish about the letters. Ninth, lay the pattern over the engrossing,

and with a tooth-brush saturated with diluted ink (from sponge cup may do) rasp it rapidly back and forth over a window

screen held' horizontally a few inches above the design. This will cause the ink to fall in a gentle mist, creating a soft,

gray tint, more beautiful than it appears after it has been engraved. Remove the pattern and you will have white stripes

and margin/ the pattern having protected those parts.

The original of the accompanying design was i 5 x 20- inches, allowing 5- inches margin. The shield alone being

10 x15 inches. Stars may be created by cutting them out of bits of paper and laying them about over the upper part of

the design— above and below the heading,
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BRUSH AND FEN.

The accompanying illustration was first designed daintily with pencil on a sheet of white cardboard. The blaok

shadow line between and below the letters of the heading was put in with the pen. as was also the shadow edge of is as old

§ history Then the script was written. Then the shadow of the heading was kid on with a brush, first the heavy and then

the lij-htshade, with different solutions of water and India ink. The various tones of color are produced by having as many

little dishes as different tones are desired, in one there may be waier. in .another ink, in another a drop or two of ink and

a spoonful of water, and in another more ink and less water With two or three small and medium sable hair brushes the

liquid is applied to the design with considerable care until you are familiar with the management of the brush and water

'

The scrolls and brick must be suggested with pencil, then the light tone of color applied to the lighter porhons and

the dark to the darker portions. Put the dark on top of the light but not until the first is dry. Build up. the darks gradu^

allV and be patient. Do not' work over the lights with the expectation of going over them with white ink.

Put in the bricks last. Suggest them wherever there are open places in the script. Put in the mortar Imes first with

a small, pointed brush, using dark color. Then wash in each brick with a broad, flat brush, bristle would do, leaving a

narrow space at the top and left of each' brick so as to illustrate a beveled eftect.

The original of this illustration was about three times as long and three times as wide as here given.





GRAY CARDBOARD.

This design was made with brush and pen, principally the former, and black (India) and white (Chinese) ink on gray

cardboard The design was first drawn with .pencil on a sheet of white paper and then transferred with tracing paper to

the gray sheet, The two sides being the same shape, but one side was drawn originally and then reversed. The lettering

was done first with a broad pen in the usual manner. .
Then the shadows and dark tones in the design were, put on with a

brush Then the white lines were pat beneath the lettering, and the initial T was decorated. Then the sharp white edges

(the high lights) which counterbalance the darks, were put on with a small pointed brush, the same as the darks (No. 1

Sable hair) The white coating, which gives it a marble- 1 ike .effect, was laid on last with a larger brush. This coating was

rather thin. You can successfully go over black with white, but not over white ink with black ink. The black ink was

simply India ink thinned with water. -
...

\-
: .

' '

This brush work at first appears difficult, but when one is-.once accustomed to handling the brush in water coiors, it

is simple, quick, and effective.

Knowledge of, and skill in. drawing is the secret of success. in this class of engrossing. Learn to draw. Observe

lights and shades. Study contrast. Investigate the laws of harmony, grace, symmetry, etc. Be student of the beautiful

in nature and in art

SO





EGYPTIAN.

Rule head and base lines and sketch the letters in freehand 'with a hard> sharp-pointed pencil, Spa.ce and slant lines,

and horizontal sub-head and base lines may be used, but it is better to deny one's self these aids at first if not for all time.

Nothing is so good as a well trained eye. and the rule robs one of this training, Use India ink, good pens, drawing board

and T square. The latter to rule head and base lines quickly and parallel.

The Egyptian, Gotbicj or Block letters serve as a type or foundation for about one-third of the lettering we see. The

characteristic is simplicity, strength, plainness, and boldness. The strokes or parts of the letters are equally heavy and it

is this quality of equality of width of stroke that makes these letters substantial firm- and uniform.

The letters in alphabetic order are about the standard proportion in height width, and breadth of stroke. The word

Egyptian presents a condensed or contracted modification, white the word Block illustrates an extended or widened modifi-

cation of the same, letter. These letters are modified not only by making them taller or narrower and wider or lower, but

also by making the strokes more slender or wider,

The 3 t C, A etc., may be made with bevel or round corners and the finish may be made to suit the purpose of the

in dividual- A^.good illustration as to adaptability is shown in the Snow-capped, or Frigid alphabet following, which is
r
as

regards history or character, as much Egyptian as the first alphabet herewith given. It could be made to represent heat

as well as cold, hard or soft, rough or -smooth, light or heavy substances as well as snow and ice. To do this requires

ability along the line of drawing and representing natural forms. The first alphabet suggests many ways of ornamenting

or finishing the letters— there are ho limits to variation.

After considering the proportionate height and width .of letters, spacing between letters comes next in importance,

The base of A and B need to be closer together than & and C. I and the lower part of J need to come nearer than J and

K. Study these things. Suit letters to their purposes and fit them to the.spaces they are intended'to fill. See 1 1 B 119. .
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ROMAN.

This alphabet embodies to a greater degree than any other the qualities- of perfect legibility, delicacy, strength, and

beauty It is all of these because- of its contrasting light and heavy, straight and curved lines. It is because of these

qualities that it is universally used in printing, It is difficult and slow in execution or it would be used instead of script in
.

writing, .

fi its as old as the hills
,h
yet as new and fresh and attractive as ever. There are many modifications of it - as many

as,there are artists who make it— but it is always easily recognized as the - .Old Reliable' the - Noblest Roman of

them all/'

Study' the proportion and shape of letters as well as the spacing between them. There are no rules that you can

employ in spacing except that the letters appear neither too close nor too wide. A well trained eye is the best guide.

Some portions of letters nearly touch, as in A §} while & C do not come so near together at any one place, yet the relative

space between the two is about the same.

Sketch the letters -with pencil, using head and base pencil lines, then outline them with pen and fill in with pen or

brush. Learn to do it well withoufrule or straight-edge, Sometimes it .is best and quickest to use rule, but you must be

able lo do it both ways..

This alphabet may be made tall and narrow or low and wide. The secret of successful lettering is to suit the size

and proportion of the letters to the space they are intended to occupy.

You may ornament the letters to suit yourself. The-. letters are the most difficult part, They are difficult to perceive

as we'll as to execute. .

On the following two pages are modifications of the forms on the opposite page. They represent the kind of letters

employed two, three, and four centuries ago. They look ancient but possess merit. " They are quaint and much in -vogue

today.

.<
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. MEDIAL

The forms herewith come midway between the Roman, and Egyptian alphabets ;
hence the name, MedM. These

letters are not as. solid as the Egyptian tellers, nor as' delicate as :the Roman characters, but they are not devoid of merit.

They are better suited to general designing; than either of the others because they combine the elements of strength and

beauty, and admit of greater modification.

Use head and base pencil lines and sKetch the letters freely off hand. Depend- more and more upon the. eye for seeing

and the hand for' doing, and upon the rule less. The eye and hand can learn to draw and space letters unaided by the rule

far better than by it. Mechanics need rales, artists seldom need them.

Observation will disclose that the light lines are about one-third as wide as the heavy ones ;
that the inside of the curves

is less curving than the outside ; and that the letters are taller than wide. The short small letters are about two-thirds as

tall as the tallest, which are the same in height as the capitals but not quite -as heavy. The small letters and figures will

require close scrutiny and care in their construction.

Spacing between letters must be .considered with great care. General effect is what is desired rather than that the

letters shall be just so far apart. Note in the word Standi how the top of the T extends over the S and A, and how much

wider the space is between the letters N and D than between D and A.

The words Standard Medial illustrate one of the innumerable methods of finishing these letters,
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MEDIEVAL.

Th.se medieval forms i& modern interpretations of those used about the tenth century. They are, in many respects

iiilmm tm&m m $mwmm^ !etter
-

These forras are graceful ? m unu

dpprpr and serve sd]en did ly where beauty and old-time conditions are desired,-
.

S
Th"e i™e way d ornamenlin /these forms. The letter, instead of the backed could bejM^g^g

be made biack-faced and shaded, or merely outlined. Note the breadth and- rotundity, and how well the letter, Wance,

ofiS35SrSSffil desired rather than precise lines. It you thin, of strains and joinings ycu are

apt to neglect spacing. Generality intone is. the thing desired,
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ormate Rorm/t

. I iS to lis an SSSSI'§mi;M^^^^^^i^
illtended '

, :JL third3 as hieh as the capitals, and the extended forms the same

multiply in numbers and intricacy,
combinations and ornaments suited to these words would

The- words Ornate. Roman need careful study. The peculiar

| | , {orm ^ no ^
not be suited to any other. .

To know just what will sun bes and o beg, e
to

g| distant^
study. or some naturai qualification, or both. .The^^JggggSS addrng the notched forms to the

to place them where there appears to be vacancies Aft

^^« in jhe outline where they will be the least in.

inside of the UM»^ h™«™ ? -tZ ISIS pen by holding it and turning the paper as

the way in shading-.
' Then add the little black shade with No- 3 &pgggfjfm |i[S cornmoll pen .

Study to

previously described, after which the large shade may be|uth^^$^$£$£m Eaoh letter must be studied

Ltd overdoing Keep in mind that^ TheM >«" *«^^
in its relation to ah the rest, and. especially to ^j^SF a word after the style of shading used in the &.

the others, though not as easy in execution as it at first appears, try a
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BLOCK,
i

Here you have the mechanical the substantial the conspicuous in lettering. If you want to represent the solid, the-

permanent, the plain, or the elaborate, use this alphabet See how regular, how uniform its parts are. How easily it

could be constructed' of little squares or cubes fastened together. How appropriate/the re fore, the name.

The ruling can be done as suggested. It is very easy to sketch the forms by- the aid of thesje squares. Spacing can

be regulated more mechanically in this alphabet than in any other, "Of course this ruling is no| best -for. learning - for

training the eye, but it is the quickest way to get perfect'.forms ; perfect in length, width, and spacing;'

See how elaborate that U appears. How much larger it seems than the .others, yet it was no larger before the orna-

ment was added.- The & was first outlined then irregular pebble oul lines were drawn within and blacked between them-;

then they were tinted and shaded to produce the proper relief. This style could be outlined and shaded as in U, or shaded

The word Block was outlined as in the first line. Then shadowed with a black line 10 represent a beveled or raised

edge. Then tinted, and shadowed with a coarse pen. The word Ornament was first outlined with pencil'; then the black

shade was drawn, next the dark, narrow shade, and'then the wide shade. The stripes were added last; .

As will be seen, the outline is suggested by the ends of the stripes. ' By counting you will find twelve different styles

of letters on this page, and those styles represent but a few of what are possible. Can you not invent others equally as

good or better ? Try as hard as the author did on the ones herewith and perhaps you can beat them. See 110-1 19.

I - J.-'V, i?,$%te>&&}i£~j$*. -T'Vr-^'-W**;-'!:- V-:-£ :
«£-y*f.?-:- '^y^^'^'..^ '-U'&ftb&'&ffi
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AESTHETIC.

v J^-i u,rp WP . have the- opposite of the mechanica.1, the free and

How apposite this alphabet is fro. the ^< SSSl^ hut in-reality there is order,

unrestrained. At first glance there appears to be "Qthng.b.t ™™6 *'
.

(

/
ls ,0 one

.s higher nature, a nature

s^tem, study, harmony, and HPHllI the spacing and curve the

not measured by rule nor tested by mathemahcs It requires a well t y J fi does take study to

lines in such manner a, to add to its neighbors. I requires but httle

^gg|f.g^ ^ dQ^ As v,i; , be seell .

arrange them into words where the relationship of letters *
on„ in 1he a!pKabet. . .So.,, a)so.

the J in the word at: the bottom of the plate is y^Jly ^^"i lgS^Sciditi'n^that mLs this alphabet

are the small letters different. It is this peculiar rel^onshtp of le ers

; ; sty!e ,f lettering . if you

.

particularly difficult. And unless you are somewhat cngmal u^ g gf|p| cf^rin& calls int0 play

are persevering, painstaking, and studious, there is much to. earn „ght here. No other . y g ^
the use of the eye and the reasoning and originating faculhes ™

J ^ duce ;he m0St

^^IKIWiP^^^ liiillllfill
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ORNATE MEDIAL.

This alphabet offers £ lesson in drying0^ in lettering. To be able to ^theMf§|j^^
requires careful handling. As Mil be seen, the lines are not very smooth nor straight. The reason is tlua

.

we

IIoflltli id stMlh^i of line it is MMm *S would have.failed in uniform and gradual gradation from

HcB white and white to bilk On the other hand, if gradation was" the chief recite (and i

IS necessary to use the voluntary force .of mind to secure such result, and to allow reflex ac ton to attend to the

ellESSE! strokes And not having mind specially upon quality of line, they were accordingly somewhat ough.

Bu it t ght oughness which reveal, ^ickness and ease in execution and- clearness in perception. The.longer

you Iritis imfe art. the more fu..y you will realize that effect is Worth more than fineness, proportion more than

^SS^^mffSSmM the ornaments. Do not outline the forms in in,
;
simply use the pencii

outline guSe you in .he finfc This alphabet can be outlined, shaded, and shadowed on the same plan ha nea ly

I SI have been Or it could be executed" in tn'is same manner. Indeed, this.pecuhar tinting is given to illustrate

w ne ly a 1 .1 e Ls Luld be executed, and all the other styles of finish and construction are given

Ornate Medial could be worked. Thus you see that no one finish belongs to any one alphabet, nor no one style of letter

to any one -style 6t ornament*
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SINGLE LINE CENTER,

This is what might be termed a Single Line Center alphabet. %| used very extensive^wherever compactness and

diiilS Sred m quite plain though no, M flam as the Roman, Egyptian, and Medial letters. It ocoup.es he

Suffiiifell -verin
P

g ,
as it doe, aim;eit the entire surface of the paper where the^^^^

Siut as mechanical as spacing can bei the strokes in all the letters be ng the same in witfh and nearly all are

perpend cu a It Si quickly made because of the fewness and sameness of the strokes fUSlid in outline form with a broad, simple shadow beneath. Jt is capable of infinite variation and admits of no

ilS^lilli and decoration. It usually presents a massive, compact. Simple appearance, and shows to

hf^t qHvantage when -placed upon a graceful compound curve. ^ H1VTn

nisusedereosively by engrossers because it enables' them with pen and'brush combined to .secure the—
effect with the minimum labor and time. And this is an essential qualily. particularly in this material age.

The' application of this letter may be seen on page 79.
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HEAVY BODY.

, • , 1 in lettering When we first saw such letters as these

We have here, H anywhere, the novel, grotesque, and eztrern^ le tomg_
But Ume ,

some system to our madness, as many no doubt think n. , The first aipnaoe:

but one he^vy. stroke in each^^^^°^^S^^ show bills announce severa, ne* crops

For commercial adverting and in the line of novels theseWg3^|fg^| 0n
'
he priliciple that it.

mmiiiiipipmmi^m. $i§m
M ietters
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PATRIOTIC ALPHABET

v
" w life h„t of letterine as well. Appropriateness, is very essenhal in this as in all things.

. Variety is not only the spice of life, but of lettering as r f
herewith given,

When dealing with something purely' American, especially relating to Uncle bam anan-s.. p

deSi

fhe forms of the letters may be- varied as fell as the treatment, so that there is no. end to variety in this alphabet as

" ^While" is M* g hereWHh IS U ^
d0UWy 6ffeCtiV8 Whe

"
Pr°dUCed

I
rSd

' ^ WUe '

with brush or pen. "\ lr"
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COifl LETTERS.

f« dealing with subjects regarding Velics, money, etc., the accompanying form, are not without merit. There .s

SMM of quaintness that makes the alphabet savor of something more subtle than the mere material.

l^Sllpi^i wlWe ^suggestions* drawing and. line,. Note bf
>w batterea and ancent

the list ones look, and how the'dark shadow, serve to unite the form, into a connective panel like me.
;

The-border. if you IS notice, is also suggestive of that which peop)e say
:

=
make, the m,p|,

j gpgg |gg&
if vou will learn to dupUcaie even this one page you will, by so doing, add to yaur mcney-gemng abhty, to say nothing

^^LT^ielented any particular class | coins, pariicuiarly modern and up ||^|
so. |tf# not be .generally known, but Uncle Sam is very, particular about people imitating any of his money,

coir

fsilt iii II#^ suppressed and destr°yed '
simpiy beoause they oontained iraares oi money
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RUSTIC AND RIBBON OR SCROLL..

To make a success of these letters, one should have a knowledge of drawing, which means a knowledge of light and

shade and shadow, and of common objecis. For unless one is familiar with trees, their bark and fo!iage h and with the

possibilities of scroll or ribbon, folding, one cannot hope to be Other than a copyist.

The third line of the rustic forms is best.
' To make it, sketch the outline of the letters and of the principal bunches of

foliage with' pencil. Locafce
: and .outline "the chief bumps; knots, etc. With a coarse pen shade the letters, making ihe

right and lower sides of all parts dark, and the upper and left sides light. Study the light, shade, and shadows of the

knots. Next sketch with a fine pen the clumps of foliage.- .With a coarse pen ..add' the shadow, retaining a narrow light

streak between the heavy shading of the letter and' shadow. Add the . tinting' of the foliage last, being careful to tint

behind and joining the light sides, of the letters. >

Unless you are willing to study these letters and nature closely, do not attempt rustic lettering. More failures along

this, line are put upon the market than in any other.

The scroll forms are more varied than most alphabets have been. Study the construction of the first line carefully,,

copy the line given, and then invent the remaining letters. If you cannot do this, this alphabet (or rather the parts of two)

will be of no legitimate service to you.

Study the second line, as regards construction, and draw it; then invent the first part. The first two letters of the

first two lines are mere outline forms, and- the last two of ihe same lines are full shade forms. The last line presents some

four or five styles of finish, any one of which may be used in a word or line, but not all.
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SHADING.

The first line on the opposite page represents what is generally termed shading. It represents the side

mmmmmsmmmmms$m$$^mmm Slkde should he wide where the shade is wide and narrow where the shade 1S narrow.

WmM&SH issaie widthmmm mm - ^^

«

the Ieft side oi an A cast

,o iil^lllliiigtig oihfc hut I a rule they are etched freehand, and can thus usually he

mIS&SimSmm& by n^y suggesting their shadow To get the

SU2Jsti corr't ttTnecessary to Ltch | pencil the whole letter, and then g outhne in in, only the nght and lower

H iifili test, draw, and experiment and you gf soon see the secret of shading and shadowing letters.
.

Then

you will wonder why others, ateo, cannot see it plainly.
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MAKE\T.H£;FORTy-PIVE DEGRtE LINES' FIRST,- THEN- OUTLIN I THE SHADE OR SHADOW,-

HI

THEN TINT OR BLACK THE SAME. DOTS REPRESENT PENCIL' LI N ES. THE OBLIQUE LINE5

'•AS

DETERMINE APPARENT HEIGHT, WIDTH, AND POSITION OF SHADOWS. STUDY PERSPECTIVE
» ^
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PROPORTION 111 MODIFICATION

Unless you can suit vour letters to the space they ought to occupy, your work will be but partially successful Keep

in mind that the alphabets given represent .the type form or averse proportion, The Roman characters are not always

based upon a square (as was the alphabet) but instead, is sometimes extended (made wider) as in the word Letters, and

sometimes it it is contracted (made narrower; as in the part of all who wouM succeed as on the opposite page.

The Medial- letters are sometimes changed and shaped to suit conditions as illustrated in the second line from the 10p,

See how narrow and close the tetter* are. The word Study is not only made wider than the standard Roman but it is

somewhat modifed; Such changes are not only always allowable, but commendable See if you cannot do as we L

The central Sine is based on the Egyptian forms. The characters are modernized and contracted not a little,

Necessary Ox is a very modern type of form, somewhat related to the last line, which is a modification of what we have

elsewhere termed the Heavy Body. The letters have been, spaced and proportioned as to best fill the space allotted to

them and to express the meaning most forcibly.
4K

"

The work given was done in about a day, designing and alh Do not understand that beginners' should do it m that

time There is a vast difference between the rapidity at which a beginner and professional should work. In.tinting

behind- the central ' line, ihink more of evenness of. tint, as produced by equally distant lines, than straightness and

smoothness of line. If you think too much of straightness, you will forget about uniformity of spacing, and thereby fail in

securing flatness, which, in this case, is desired.
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APPLIED LETTERING,

ml k I ilStftlS of fifteen alphabets, the object of which is to show how .lettering may be applied ^design.

wiSmM&&M tast e tc i mm *-m % *mmmm but " is here given toMm
unobtrusiveK background is ; you see the letters rather than the background. And thai is nght. your background

fhey should be subordinate to the for™ you wish to express. Study how qmetlr and qmckly fhts

SMlllliriils aboui the word as soon a, it has served its purpose, that of accenting the word.

^
The paneTabout the words Modern Gnanent is more conspicuous, which it has a right to be, as!»$^ P^J

honoI Z ver, Outline is rather plain and severe. Note the fac, that while the lines in the shadmg of he word

IP direction, the effect produced is quite the same. But one style at a time should ordmanly be used. Note what a

common as many others. This sketchy, free, light, and airy treatment is to be encouraged. Ther Up reason *hy.

illMllliSitii»MS«SMf|af*g*§f

until you know why.
:
-

.
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diplopia.

A diploma was wanted that was plain, simple, soft, and -Unpretentious. One that was neither showy nor slovenly.

In other words, a diploma was wanted that would state its mission in the plainest and briefest manner.

The form on the opposite page was made to fill the purpose. As will be seen, the heading is strong and plain, yet

soft and delicate. No one could well mistake the name nor forget it. The peculiar, velvety softness of the letters was

produced by first making them solid black and. then by lining them with a fine pen and white ink. Quite simple, but the

result is satisfying. ,'
.

.-
, ^ ^

Columbus, 0.. was first .
lettered plainly with a broad pen, and then softened at the top with white ink- so as not to

outshine the heading. i / , „„„„„•.

The roundhand was- first penciled and then inked. This is a slow and" tedious process, but tt is a perfect process,

especially for engraving, as the lines can then be made more uniformly strong than when it is written more freely.

The original drawing for this plate was twenty four inches long and sixteen and one-half inches wide, Bern g reduced ;

so much by the photo process of engraving, the lines are much finer and closer than in the original, though the general

effect and softness of the original is equal to the plate. given.

Many of the plates preceding this are but little smaller than the. drawings, and- the lines are no finer. The most of the

drawings were made on a scale of six by nine inches, and then reduced to four by six inches as shown. As copies, they

are better than if they were reduced enough to make the lines so,very fine, 'small, and close,
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CERTIFICATE.

A Membership Certificate was wanted that would be in harmony with the motives that called it into use. The motives

were instruction, improvement, fraternity, and association. The books and blackboard convey the ideas of learning and

of teaching - The heart-shaped wreath of laurel and the hearty handshake easily convey the ideas -.of fellowship and unity.

The words- Western Penmen's stand conspicuously upright, illustrating the true Western push and spirit of getting to

the front and letting the world know -it .so that she may, in time,' do likewise.' The word Association is more conservative

but none the less -forceful. Entertwined with the plain and substantial, we" find traces of graceful acknowledgments and

sympathetic exertion, with now and then a member reaching out for- the reception or giving of ideas.

Certificate of Membership naturally' calls up memories of professional relationship which are sometimes as close and

dear as those formed of blood, and about, which we had not been consulted. .What style other than the ^Esthetic would be

as appropriate, for are not the little slender lines connecting the letters and words symbolical ;of tender and well-defined

cords of friendship, and loyalty to a common cause ?

The original of this illustration was sixteen by twenty-four inches. To make it, sketch two main head lines
t
then the

books and quill, and then the wreath and hands. Outline Certificate of Membership and pencil 'the script. The white forms'

on the blackboard were placed there with white ink. The letters in Association can be filled in with either broad pen or

brush. The quill may be drawn or flourished. The tinting or shading in the word Association may be done freehand (as

was the copy) or by rule.
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DIPLOMAS.

The design on the opposite side offers. in the heading a good example of applied monogram script. This style of

script is a favorite with engravers and is certainly very graceful and artistic. Of course, it .is not very easy to- read, but

it is far easier than Latin; and less easily forgotten. To make it, first design and pencil the letters carefully, and then ink

them- still more carefully. The Word-

''diploma is simple, yet effective Study : it in relation to its background. The erriblem

requires much thought and care in its' execution ; such things always do. Study the balance and relationship of the parts,

and of the whole.

The .Oklahoma Diploma is far more pretentious and elaborate. The lettering in the heading offers a good example for

study and imitation. Study the location and curvature of the flourishes. . The buildings with their scroll framework and

background are not easy. yet r if you understand perspective, the former are easy, and if you have 'a liking for curves 1
the

latter are' pleasing. One of the buildings was made from photo, two were made from prims, and one from description.

The roundhand was written as it usually 3s r not pencilled.

For all such ^ork use black ink, good paper, fine. pens, and much care.- The original drawings were about 20 x 26

inches and were therefore greatly reduced. Work for photo engraving is usually made double the size of the cut desired.
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TITLE-PAGES:

The four designs following are not exclusively pen work. Only the- -solid black edges and outlines of Imperial. Wreath,

etc.,. were done with a. pen. They are given as examples of designing for commercial uses. Before any handwork was

done on the designs, the paper was ruled by- mechanical means by. the -manufacturers as shown in the corners. It is

creased in the opposite direction also. By drawing a lithographic pencil across fas ruled and ribbed-like surface, a series'

of lines are produced perpendicular to the ruled' lines. (See the shading of the letters.) By drawing a sharp .knife over

its surface, white lines are produced, (See light side of crown, etc.) The pencil makes it look as though it were cross-

lined carefully with the pen and black ink f while the knife produces results- the same as if it were cross-lined with the pen;

and white ink. It is a very quick method of producing results. It is intended only for experts, not for learners. Al. the

whites were made with the knife and all the darks with the pencil. The paper or board is of an enameled or chalk-like

surface and character, therefore easily scraped and removed so as to' produce the whites. The long brilliant rays from

the' crown were produced by drawing the point
'
of- the knife along the edge of a- rule, much the same as if you' were

scratching a. slate or ruling lines with a pen. One familiar with this line of work could execute this design, much larger

than here given, after it had been designed and sketched with an ordinary pencil, in about- three hours;. Thus you see

that it is well suited to commercial work. The paper is bought ruled and. creased ready 'for use, and costs about fifty

cents for a small-piece' about I5x 18 inches*.'

The following designs were made in this same manner. The design 1 is first sketched on a thin, white sheet of paper.

Then it is transferred by blue carbon paper (by pressure with a point) to the ruled sheet. Blue lines -do not photograph,

therefore they, do not need to be erased. This is necessary as much .erasing is out of the question' on such paper. You
'

must know what you want and how to produce it, or work on this sort of paper is a "failure. One must have a good idea

of drawing, balance, decoration, contrast unity, letterings etc. to make a success of this class of work.
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DESIGNING.
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should be uppermost in the designs s mind.
_ Designs take no small amount of thought,
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m hi
11 ,",'

% out the old, rir?g. i§ the Deu>,

i bel is, across fbe sdouv

heqeaf is^goirg, let bi n> ££0;

oat fbe aise, i

ill mirxi

For those that here Hi sec do more

oof the feud of rich erc>d poor.

ir> redress; to all rr>ar>ki.r>d.

11 ti i.i (if (Viiii iiii; ij iiiiininit:

' First locate and sketch in outline with pencil the bells, church, and smaller illustrations, Then suggest

the lettering. After litis use India ink and a fine pen, but for the lettering use. a coarse pen.
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IBP iSlil If1111 ||p

illpiiiSipi & Ifeliillilil

feii|| |f| tip Fra ii) llllllli tree

of winter l^illlteill liiliil 111

The hemlock deserves your serious attention. Study how the dark background and shadows serve to

make the snow" effect. Study the unstudied effect in the lettering and create a whole alphabet of harmonious

characters.
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Hi pledsariMu.behold Hiewreafos o|f smohe

Roll up arnon^ §§ maples of Hie fijlf

UJhere fl shrill uoices uuolies.

The shriller echo; as the clear pure lij'rnph,

that from f§ ujounded trees, in |i§l|f IHl
Falls, mid the golden "brightness ff the mom.

Is gathered in with |||||| pails, and I

iilil hi\ slrurdq hands, me slroheo

Hlahes Ihe woods|f|l

Study the perspective principle as- revealed in the relative size and location of trees. The lettering will

demand much care. See the <J wreaths -of amoke
:

" suggestive outlines which form the trees.-'etc. • Make a

whole alphabet of .this style of letter. 1
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e)ir^ir\g +0 cre&kir\c- pious*

AWrvy & cjuearvh old' cou rvhry

I fM\k M
'JtrV

^ «K>S = -

ekiid rer\ r\ow \r\ every 5Choo

Wi^k

[Squbly r\ow "h&el +ke ru

&&rf[r\^ ^e'nr\ jron^ bud^> ir\

How "H^ey ^kour;

The serious and the frolicsome teams should each be studied carefully. The rear view of the former
-

is

much, simpler than the front view of the latter. Study effect of color in the first and of shadow in the second.

Don 1

! overlook nor overdraw the lettering-* Use coarse, smooth pen for lettering:,
.
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The swallows and letiering- need careful attention. The perspective of the former and. the angles of the

latter wiSl demand study. Note how the one swallow has been placed where "the of lettering were short.

;



;

;
Flowers are tedious to draw, and difficult-. Study- nature - copy nature; .Note, effect of border,

holds the parts together and unifies the whole.
;



23 ^^^^

Far back ui tlx agc*t

Tlx plough rottb wwaHw was ovotinx^,

Ephruxfc tlx cbaplet wnujfc;

Till wct> of spoil >i*iaux> tlx toil

ivbicb flx wasAxutwb&t
Jews af cwicb^ tlx ml

W$m p$ Hxir laurels flourish<&

-How tlx wovlb Ixv fault repair*-
Tlx^uilt llllfi^ Ixr

4rtl)^ ;t?eq>$ Ixr criuxs aw5 tlx car©

Tbat formed Ixv earliest $1017,

H'.ilS^

'

HUM

183
pre

Tlx pwufc tbroix $ball a'tui)Me t

Tlx HafccTO $ball wai>c,

Tlx tribe* of |f|$ buitjble

Tlx j?f|f| l| tlxse ill tlipi

CUav *ball lav $f awa^-
T|i|p(l lit pwis cbcrisl),

Tlx can)C> ii) ScaMij ftai>

Uoixr wait^oVr all tlx

Tlx art that calls Ixr bamst* fartb,

>b> tb
T exp&hwt nation

#

HP**-.

1

'. See how simple in .drawing the wheat heads are.- also the plow and il
wreaths.

I:

Note border of wheat
grains. Study the old-time text letters. .See the little shadow beneaiheach grain of wheat H
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O ^1ar oa tkt breast of tke river' S
O tw&rveJ of bloorw and ^r&cc!
Did you plj ri^Kt Jown jrom keaven;

Out
qf'

ike sweetest pkee?
svfc wki+e as tkc tkoxt^kts of an angel „

our ke^rt i| steeped intkt ^vtn:

id^you ^row ii\ tke Golden Ciiy,

A\y pvxre and pudicivfc oi\&?" .

N&v, t\t\y, i fell not out oj- kt^vtrv

;

None ^frve me my ^intlv wkite:
It slowly ^rcw fvoiw tke d&rkne^s,

Down in tkcv dvc^ry ni<» kt,-

From tkc odz& oj
1

tke .iiiertt river

I won twy <^lopy and ^r&oe,
Wki+c ^outa pli no+

T
O t\w poet;,

/fkey rise to tke sweetest pl&xie.
11

*"tTT| I!!

I

—3liefer.
.t§B».._ T

TTT
TTTHTTF

ITTTT-

.Note the soft, sketchy. actiiaKpen-Kke appearance of lettering, caused by-tinting rather than blacking

the face &l ihe letters See how the slant of the verses- agree with.: the- slant of the tfg anrd
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c^u5 appfe-hrei* -wfeftse tumlb ait

il cur.

.1 >
: -7:0

Grape-vines are quite artistic when drawn with care and twisted with

Underscoring in lettering.
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